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Introduction

Advanced technology in the field of petrochemical-based

polymers has brought many benefits to mankind. However,

it is becoming more evident that the ecosystem is

considerably disturbed and damaged as a result of the

nondegradable plastic materials for disposable items. The

environmental impact of persistent plastic wastes is

increasing global concerns, and alternative disposal

methods are limited. Incineration of the plastic wastes

always produces a large amount of carbon dioxide and

creates global warming, and sometimes produces toxic

gases, which again contribute to global pollution. On the

other hand, satisfactory landfill sites are also limited. Also,

the petroleum resources are finite and becoming limited.

For this reason, there is an urgent need to develop renewable

Feature Article: The academic and industrial aspects of
the preparation, characterization, mechanical and materials
properties, crystallization behavior, melt rheology, and foam
processing of pure polylactide (PLA) and PLA/layered sili-
cate nanocomposites are described in this feature article.
Recently, these materials have attracted considerable interest
in polymer science research. PLA is linear aliphatic thermo-
plastic polyester and is made from agricultural products.
Hectorite and montmorillonite are among the most com-
monly used smectite-type layered silicates for the prepara-
tion of nanocomposites. Smectites are a valuable mineral
class for industrial applications because of their high cation
exchange capacities, surface area, surface reactivity, adsorp-
tive properties, and, in the case of hectorite, high viscosity,
and transparency in solution. In their pristine form, they are
hydrophilic in nature, and this property makes them very
difficult to disperse into a polymermatrix. Themost common
way to overcome this difficulty is to replace interlayer cations
with quaternized ammonium or phosphonium cations, pre-
ferably with long alkyl chains. In general, polymer/layered
silicate nanocomposites are of three different types: (1)
intercalated nanocomposites, in which insertion of polymer
chains into the layered silicate structure occurs in a crystal-
lographically regular fashion, regardless of polymer to layer-
ed silicate ratio, with a repeat distance of few nanometer; (2)
flocculated nanocomposites, in which intercalated and
stacked silicate layers are sometimes flocculated due to
the hydroxylated edge–edge interactions between the
silicate layers; (3) exfoliated nanocomposites, in which
individual silicate layers are uniformly distributed in the

polymer matrix by average distances that totally depend on
the layered silicate loading. This new family of composite
materials frequently exhibits remarkable improvements in its
material properties when comparedwith those of virgin PLA.
Improved properties can include a high storagemodulus both
in the solid and melt states, increased flexural properties, a
decrease in gas permeability, increased heat distortion tem-
perature, an increase in the rate of biodegradability of pure
PLA, and so forth.

Illustration of the biodegradability of PLA and various
nanocomposites.
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source-based environmental benign plastic materials,

especially in short-term packaging and disposable applica-

tions that would not involve the use of toxic or noxious

components in their manufacture and could allow the

composting of naturally occurring degradation products.

One of themost promising polymers in this direction is PLA

because it is made from agricultural products and is readily

biodegradable. PLA is not a new polymer; however, recent

developments in the manufacturing of the monomer

economically from agricultural products have placed this

material at the forefront of the emerging biodegradable

plastics industries.

PLA is linear aliphatic thermoplastic polyester. High-

molecular-weight PLA is generally produced by the ring-

opening polymerization of the lactide monomer. Lactide is

a cyclic dimer prepared by the controlled depolymerization

of lactic acid, which in turn is obtained by the fermentation

of corn, sugar cane, sugar beat, and so on.[1,2] PLA has good

mechanical properties, thermal plasticity and biocompat-

ibility, and is readily fabricated, and is thus a promising

polymer for various end-use applications.[3] Even when

burned, it produces no nitrogen oxide gases and only one-

third of the combustible heat generated by polyolefins, and

it does not damage the incinerator and provides significant

energy savings.[4]

So, increasing realization of the various intrinsic proper-

ties of PLA, coupled with knowledge of how such pro-

perties can be improved to achieve the compatibility with

thermoplastics processing, manufacturing, and end-use

requirements has fuelled technological and commercial

interest in PLA.

Of particular interest is the recently developed nano-

composite technology consisting of a polymer and orga-

nically modified layered silicate (OMLS; Figure 1) because

they often exhibit remarkably improved mechanical and

various other properties as compared with those of virgin

polymer.[5–8] In general, it is believed that these concurrent

property improvements in nanocomposites come from

interfacial interaction between the polymer matrix and

OMLS as opposed to conventional composites.[9] The

layered silicates have layer thickness of the order of 1 nm

and a very high aspect ratio (e.g., 10–1 000). A few weight

percent of OMLS, which has been properly dispersed

throughout the polymer matrix, thus creates much more

surface area for polymer/filler interaction than do conven-

tional composites (both micro- and macro-composites).

Ogata et al.[10] first prepared the blends of PLA and

OMLS by a solution casting method but they found only

tactoids, which consisted several stacked silicate layers. As

a result, the modulus of the blend is slightly higher than that

of pure PLA. After that Bandyopadhyay et al.[11] reported

the preparation of intercalated PLA/OMLS nanocompo-

sites with much improved mechanical and thermal pro-

perties. Recently, various groups of authors have been

interested in the preparation, characterization, and materi-

als properties of PLA/OMLS nanocomposites.[12]

This paper discusses the nanocomposite technology

being used by us to produce various kinds of PLA nano-

composites with much improved mechanical and various

other properties. In addition, detail melts rheological

characteristics of pure PLA and corresponding nanocom-

posites, and also behavior towards foam processing will
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also be discussed. Finally, attention is drawn to how the

biodegradability of pure PLA under compost can be

controlled using nanocomposite technology to impart a

targeted utility of the final materials.

Experimental Part

Materials

PLA

The conversion of lactide to high-molecular-weight polylac-
tide is achieved by two routes. Recently, Cargill-Dow used a
solvent-free process and a novel distillation process to produce
a range of polymers.[13] The essential novelty of the process
lies in the ability to go from lactic acid to a low-molecular-
weight polylactic acid, followed by controlled depolymeri-
zation to produce the cyclic dimer, commonly referred to as
lactide. This lactide is maintained in the liquid form and
purified by distillation. Catalytic ring-opening polymerization
of the lactide intermediate results in the production of PLA
with controlled molecular weights. The process is continuous
with no necessity to separate the intermediate lactide. A more
detailed description of the Cargill-Dow process is illustra-
ted schematically in Figure 2a. In contrast, Mitsui Toatsu
(presently Mitsui Chemicals) utilizes a solvent-based process,
in which a high-molecular-weight PLA is produced by direct
condensation using azeotropic distillation to remove the water
of condensation continuously.[14] Figure 2b illustrates the steps
involved in these two processes.

Commercially available PLA grades are copolymers of
poly(L-lactide) with meso-lactide or D-lactide. The amount of
D enantiomers is known to affect the properties of PLA, such as
melting temperature, degree of crystallinity and so on. PLA
used in this research was supplied by Unitika Ltd. They use the
Cargill-Dow method for the production of high-molecular
weight PLA. PLA with a D content of 1.1–1.7% was dried
under vacuum at 60 8C and kept under dry nitrogen gas for
1 week prior to use.

Organically Modified Layered Silicates

Various kinds of OMLS used in this research were synthesized
by replacing Naþ in different types of layered silicates with
alkylammonium or alkylphosphonium cations by ion ex-
change. In Table 1, we presented detail specifications and
designation (as written in the whole text) of five different types
of OMLS used in this study.

Nanocomposites Preparation

For nanocomposites preparation, OMLS (powder form) and
PLA (pellets form) were first dry-mixed by shaking them in a
bag. The mixture was then melt-extruded by using a twin-
screw extruder (PCM-30, Ikegai Machinery Co.) operated at
210 8C (screw speed¼ 100 rpm, feed rate¼ 120 gm �min�1) to
yield nanocomposite strands. The abbreviation of various
nanocomposites (each containing 4 wt.-% of OMLS) is
presented in Table 2. The strands were pelletized and dried
under vacuum at 60 8C for 48 h to remove water.

Figure 1. Schematic illustration of three broad classes of thermodynamically achievable polymer/
layered silicate nanocomposites.
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The dried nanocomposite pellets were then converted
into sheets with a thickness of 0.7–2 mm by pressing
with �1.5 MPa at 190 8C for 3 min. The molded sheets were
then quickly quenched between glass plates and then annealed

at 110 8C for 1.5 h to crystallize isothermally before being
subjected to wide-angle X-ray diffraction, transmission
electron microscopy, and dynamic mechanical properties
measurements.

Table 1. Characteristic parameters and designation of various OMLS.

OMLS code Pristine layered silicates Surfactants used for the modification of pristine
layered silicates

Particle length CEC

nm meq/100 ga)

C18-MMT montmorillonite octadecylammonium cation �150 110
qC2

18-MMT montmorillonite dioctadecyldimethylammonium cation �100 90
qC18-MMT montmorillonite octadecyltrimethylammonium cation �100 90
qC16-SAP saponite hexadecyltributylphosphonium cation �50 86.6
qC13(OH)-mica synthetic fluorine mica N-(cocoalkyl)-N,N-[bis(2-hydroxyethyl)]-

N-methylammonium cation
200–300 120

a) CEC is the cation exchange capacity and generally expressed as mequiv/100 g.

Figure 2. (a) Cargill commercial manufacturing process of PLA (reproduced from reference
[2] with permission); (b) Manufacturing routes of polylactic acids (reproduced from reference
[2] with permission).
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Characterization Methods

Wide-Angle X-ray Diffraction (WAXD)

WAXD analyses were performed for the various OMLS
powders and corresponding nanocomposite sheets using an
MXlaboX-ray diffractometer (MAC Science Co., generator of
3 kW, a graphite monochromator, CuKa radiation (wavelength,
l¼ 0.154 nm), operated at 40 kV/20 mA). The samples were
scanned in the fixed time (FT)modewith a counting time of 2 s
under the diffraction angle 2Y in the range of 1 to 708.

Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)

To clarify the nanoscale structure of various nanocomposites,
conventional TEM (JEM-200CX, JEOL) and high-resolution
TEM (H-7100, Hitachi Co.) were also used, and both were
operated at an accelerating voltage of 100 kV. The ultra-thin
sections either crystallized pellets or sheets (perpendicular
to the compression mold) with a thickness of �100 nm
were microtomed at �80 8C using a Reichert Ultra cut cryo-
ultramicrotome without staining.

Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC)

Theweight-average (Mw) and number-average (Mn) molecular
weights of PLA (before and after nanocomposites preparation)
were determined by means of GPC (LC-VP, Shimadzu Co.),
using polystyrene standards for calibration and tetrahydro-
furan (THF) as the carrier solvent at 40 8C with a flow rate
of 0.5 ml �min�1. For the GPC measurements, first PLA or
nanocomposites were dissolved in CHCl3, and then inorganic
layered silicateswere removed byfiltration using a special type
of filter, and finally diluted with THF.

GPC results of PLA in the pure state or in OMLS-filled
systems are presented in Table 2. As anticipated, the
incorporation of various kinds ofOMLS resulted in a reduction
in the molecular weight of the PLA matrix. Decreased molec-
ular weights of nanocomposites may be explained by either the
shear mixing of PLA and OMLS or the presence of hydroxy
groups in somemodified salt, both resulting in a certain degree
of hydrolysis or transesterification reactions of PLA matrix at
high temperature.

Differential Scanning Calorimetry (DSC)

The glass transition (Tg), melting (Tm), and crystallization (Tc)
temperatures and degree of crystallinity (wc) of pure PLA and

various nanocomposites were determined by temperature-
modulated DSC (TMDSC) (MDSCTM, TA2920, TA instru-
ments), operated at a heating rate of 5 8C �min�1 with a
heating/cooling cycle of the modulation period of 60 s and an
amplitude ofþ/�0.769 8C. For the measurement of wc prior to
DSC analysis, the extra heat absorbed by the crystallites
formed during heating had to be subtracted from the total endo-
thermic heat flow due to the melting of the whole crystallites.
This can be done according to the principles and procedures
described in our previous paper.[15] By considering the melting
enthalpy of 100% crystalline poly (L-lactide) as 93 J � g�1,[16]

we estimated the value of wc of pure PLA and various
nanocomposites, and these are presented in Table 2.

Light Scattering (LS) and Polar Optical Micrographic
(POM) Observations

To investigate the crystallite texture, the pure PLA and nano-
composite sampleswere subjected toLS experiments underHv
scatteringmodewith the radiation of a polarizedHe-Ne laser of
632.8 nm wavelengths. The details of the LS measurement
were described in our previous paper.[17]

We also observed crystallite growth behavior of pure PLA
and various nanocomposites by means of POM. Dried pellets
were sandwiched between two glass slides, placed on a labora-
tory hot plate at 190 8C for 60s to obtain a thin film of�30 mm
in thickness. Themolten filmwas then quickly quenched to the
desired temperature (110 8C) by putting it on a thermostatted
hot-stage (Linkam RTVMS, Linkam Scientific Instruments,
Ltd.) mounted on a POM (Nikon OPTIPHOTO2-POL). After
complete crystallization, the nature of crystallite growth was
observed using POM.

Dynamic Mechanical Analysis (DMA)

Dynamic mechanical properties of the pure PLA and various
nanocomposites were measured with a Reometrics Dynamic
Analyzer (RDAII) in the tension-torsion mode. The tempera-
ture dependence of dynamic storage modulus (G0), loss modu-
lus (G00), and tan d of pure PLA and various nanocomposites
were conducted at a constant frequency (o) of 6.28 rad � s�1

with the strain amplitude of 0.05% and in the temperature
range of �20 to 160 8C with a heating rate of 2 8C �min�1.

Flexural Properties and Heat Distortion Test

The dried pure PLA and nanocomposite pellets were injection-
molded using an injection machine (IS-80G, Toshiba

Table 2. Characteristic parameters of pure PLA and various nanocomposites.

Nanocomposite codea) Mw � 10�3 Mw

Mn

Tm Tg Tc wc N b)� 105

g �mol�1 8C 8C 8C % mm�1

PLA 177 1.58 168.2 60.0 127.2 36.0 8
PLA/C18-MMT4 161 1.58 169.8 59.2 98.5 49.1 100
PLA/qC2

18-MMT4 163 1.61 170.0 58.6 101.0 47.5 823
PLA/qC18-MMT4 163 1.61 169.3 59.7 100.1 65.0 80
PLA/qC16-SAP4 149 1.60 168.1 56.0 89.7 39.7 3
PLA/qC13(OH)-mica4 150 1.55 168.6 56.0 99.4 40.0 70

a) The number 4 indicates the amount of the corresponding OMLS.
b) N is the primary nucleation density of the spherulites.
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Machinery Co.) operated at 190 8Cwith a mold temperature of
30 8C. Flexural modulus and strength of the injection-molded
specimens (thickness�3.2mm, annealed at 120 8C for 30min)
were measured according to the ASTMD-790 method (Model
2020, Intesco Co.) with a strain rate of 2 mm �min�1 at room
temperature (�25 8C). The heat distortion tests of pure PLA
and various nanocompositeswere conducted using crystallized
injection molded samples (Heat Distortion Tester, Toyoseiki
Co.) according to the ASTMD-648method with a heating rate
of 2 8C �min�1. We also conducted measurements relating
to the load dependence of heat distortion of pure PLA and
nanocomposites using the same procedure.

Measurement of Oxygen (O2) Gas Transmission Rates

O2 gas transmission rates of pure PLA and various nanocom-
posites were measured at 20 8C and 90% relative humidity
by the ASTM D-1434 differential pressure method (GTR-
30XAU, Yanaco Co.). Test samples were prepared by com-
pression molding (thickness �300 mm) and melt quenched
amorphous samples were used for this measurement.

Biodegradability

The biodegradability of neat PLA and various nanocomposites
under compost was conducted in two different ways: (a)
fragmentation tests; (b) ultimate biodegradability, that is,
carbon dioxide (CO2) evolution.

(a) The fragmentation test of pure PLA and various

nanocomposites was studied on a homemade compost ins-

trument at (58� 2) 8C. The compost used was food waste

compost, and was supplied by Japan Steel Works, Ltd. Test

specimens were prepared by compression molding with a

thickness of 1 mm. The shape of the original test samples

(crystallized at 110 8C for 1.5 h) was 3� 10� 0.1 cm3.

(b) The degree of biodegradability, that is, CO2 evolu-

tion, was measured directly by means of an attached FT-IR

spectrometer (Horiba FT-730). The test specimens were

well-crystallized sample pellets, and the compost used was

prepared from the mixture of bean-curd refuse, food waste,

and cattle feces. This experiment was also conducted at

(58� 2) 8C. We intentionally chose this temperature for

both types of biodegradability tests, as the rate of degra-

dation of pure PLA is very slow at ambient temperature.[1,2]

Melt Rheology

Dynamic shear measurements

Melt rheologicalmeasurementswere also conducted onRDAII
instrument with a torque transducer capable of measurements
over the range of 0.2–200 g � cm�1. Dynamic oscillatory shear
measurements were performed by applying a time dependent
strain of g(t)¼ go sin (ot) and the resultant shear stress is
s(t)¼ go [G0(o) sin (ot)þG00(o) cos (ot)], with G0(o) and
G00(o) being the storage and loss modulus, respectively.
Measurements were conducted by using a set of 25 mm
diameter parallel plates with a sample thickness of �1.5 mm
and in the temperature range of 175–205 8C. The strain amp-
litude was fixed to 5% to obtain reasonable signal intensities

even at elevated temperature or low o to avoid the nonlinear
response. For each nanocomposite investigated, the limits of
linear viscoelasticity were determined by performing strain
sweeps at a series of fixed os. The master curves were gene-
rated using the principle of time-temperature superposition and
shifted to a common reference temperature (Tref) of 175 8C,
which was chosen as the most representative of a typical
processing temperature of pure PLA.

Steady shear measurements

Steady-shear viscosity measurements were conducted at
175 8C using 25 mm diameter cone and plate geometry with
a cone angle of 0.1 rad. The steady-shear viscosity data
reported in this paper were obtained both as a function of shear
rate and time under different shear rates.

Elongation flow rheology

A uniaxial elongational test at constant Hencky strain rate (_ee0)
in the melt state was conducted on a recently developed
elongational flow optorheometer,[18] such as Meissner’s new
elongational rheometer (commercialized as RME from Rheo-
metric Scientific).[19] The details of the instrumentation are
described elsewhere.[18]

On each run of the elongation test, samples of 60� 7�
1 mm3 sizes were annealed at a predetermined temperature
(just above the Tm) for 3 min before starting the run in the
rheometer, and uniaxial elongation experiments were con-
ducted at various _ee0 ranging from 0.01 to 1 s�1.

Foam Processing (Pressure Cell Technique)

Crystallized pure PLA and nanocomposite sheets were first cut
into 2 cm� 2 cm pieces and placed in an autoclave connected
to aCO2 cylinder. The samples were then saturatedwith CO2 at
elevated temperature (140 8C, below themelting point of PLA)
and pressure (�10 MPa). Samples were then kept under these
conditions for 2 h. Subsequently, the CO2was quickly released
from the autoclave (within 1 s). After removing the CO2-
saturated pure PLA and nanocomposite sheets from the
autoclave, the samples were immersed in a silicon oil bath
maintained at the desired temperature (165 8C) for a fixed time
(30 s, known as foaming time). The foamed samples were next
quenched in an ethanol/water (1:1) mixture, washed in ethanol
for at least 30min., and dried under vacuum at 30 8C for 48 h to
remove traces of ethanol and water.

The cellular morphologies of the foamed samples were
investigated using a JEOL JSM-5310LV scanning electron
microscope (SEM). The samples were freeze-fractured in
liquid nitrogen and sputter coated with gold at an argon
pressure of 0.1 Torr for 15 min at a current of 15 mA.

The mass density of both prefoamed (rp) and postfoamed
(rf) samples in g � cm�3 was estimated by using the method of
buoyancy. The cell size (d) was obtained by measuring the
maximum diameter of each cell perpendicular to the skin. To
determine the cell size distribution, the size of at least 75 cells
in the core part of the cross section of the fractured-foam
sample was measured. The cell densities (Nc) and mean cell-
wall thickness (d) were determined by using Equation (1)
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and (2).[20]

Nc ffi
1� rf=rp
10�4d3

ð1Þ

d ¼ d
1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� rf=rp
q � 1

0
B@

1
CA ð2Þ

Results and Discussion

Nanocomposite Structure

Generally, the structure of nanocomposites has typically

been established using WAXD analysis and TEM observa-

tion. Due to the fact that the technique is simple and

the apparatus widely available, WAXD is the most fre-

quently used to probe the nanocomposite structure[5–8]

and occasionally to study the kinetics of the polymer melt

intercalation.[21] By monitoring the position, shape, and

intensity of the basal reflections from the dispersed silicate

layers, the nanocomposite structure (intercalated or

exfoliated) may be identified. For example, in exfoliated

nanocomposites, the extensive layer separation associated

with the delamination of the original silicate layers in the

polymer matrix results in the eventual disappearance of any

coherent X-ray diffraction from the distributed silicate

layers. On the other hand, for intercalated nanocomposites,

the finite layer expansion associatedwith the polymer inter-

calation results in the appearance of a new basal reflection

corresponding to the larger gallery height.

Although, WAXD offers a convenient method to deter-

mine the interlayer spacing of the silicate layers in the

original layered silicates and in the intercalated nanocom-

posites (within 1–4 nm), little can be said about the spatial

distribution of the silicate layers or any structural non-

homogeneities in the nanocomposites.[21] Additionally,

some layered silicates initially do not exhibit well-defined

basal reflection. Thus, peak broadening and intensity

decreases are very difficult to study systematically. There-

fore, conclusions concerning the mechanism of nanocom-

posites formation and their structure based solely onWAXD

patterns are only tentative.On the other hand, TEMallows a

qualitative understanding of the internal structure, spatial

distribution of the various phases, and a view of the defect

structure through direct visualization. However, special

care must be exercised to guarantee a representative cross

section of the sample. Here we combine both WAXD and

TEM to determine the final structure of various PLA/OMLS

nanocomposites prepared using a simple melt extrusion

technique. The intercalation of polymer chains into the

silicate galleries usually increases the interlayer spacing of

the OMLS, in comparison with the interlayer spacing of the

pure OMLS, leading to a shift of the WAXD peak towards

the lower value of 2y.

WAXD patterns for the pure C18-MMT powder and

corresponding nanocomposite PLA/C18-MMT4 are pre-

sented in Figure 3a. The mean interlayer spacing of the

(001) plane (d(001)) for the C18-MMT solid obtained by

WAXD measurement is 2.31 nm (2yffi 3.828). In case of

PLA/C18-MMT4, a sharp peak is obtained at 2yffi 2.788
(ffi3.18 nm), corresponding to the (001) plane of the

dispersed silicate layers in the PLA matrix. This observa-

tion indicates the formation of intercalated structure which

is not well ordered because the width of the basal reflection

of C18-MMT powder is decreased sharply after nanocom-

posite preparation. From theWAXDpatterns, the crystallite

Figure 3. WAXD patterns of pure OMLS powders and corre-
sponding nanocomposite sheets. The dashed line in each panel
indicates the location of (001) reflection for OMLS and asterisk
indicates the (001) peak of OMLS dispersed in PLA matrix.
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size (D) of intercalated and stacked silicate layers of PLA/

C18-MMT4 can roughly be calculated by using Scherrer

equation,[22,23] that is, D is given by Equation (3).

D ¼ kl
b cosY

ð3Þ

k is a constant and generally equal to 0.9, l¼ 0.154 nm, y is
the WAXD peak position, and b is the width of the WAXD

peak, and is measured by the full width at half maximum.

Since the width of the basal spacing of C18-MMT powder

decreased sharply after nanocomposite preparation with

PLA, therefore, the coherency of the intercalated silicate

layers is much higher than that of the unintercalated. Thus,

we can make conclusions on the basis of WAXD analysis

that PLA melt intercalation has a strong effect on the layer

structure and drastically changes the coherence length of

the silicate crystallites.

Figure 4a is a TEM bright field image of PLA/C18-

MMT4, in which the dark entities are the cross section of

stacked intercalated C18-MMT layers and bright areas are

the matrix.[24] From the TEM image, we observed stacked

and flocculated silicate layers, which are randomly distri-

buted in the PLAmatrix.[25] Figures 3b and 4b, respectively,

represent theWAXD pattern and TEM bright field image of

PLA/qC2
18-MMT4. TheWAXD pattern and TEM observa-

tion also represent the stacked and intercalated-and-

flocculated structure in the case of PLA/qC2
18-MMT4.[26]

The WAXD patterns of qC18-MMT powder and corres-

ponding nanocomposite PLA/qC18-MMT4 are shown in

Figure 3c. Figure 4c is a bright-field TEM image of an

intercalated PLA/qC18-MMT4. From theWAXDanalysis it

is confirmed that the extent of intercalation and, at the

same time, the disruption of the original silicate crystallite

structure occurred to a greater extent in the case of PLA/

qC18-MMT4[27] than that we observed for PLA/C18-

MMT4[25] or PLA/qC2
18-MMT4.[26]

Table 3 summarized the form factors (see Figure 1)

of various nanocomposites that is, average length (LLS),

Figure 4. Bright field TEM images of various nanocomposites: (a) PLA/C18-MMT4; (b)
PLA/qC2

18-MMT4; (c) PLA/qC18-MMT4; (d) PLA/qC16-SAP4; (e) PLA/qC16-SAP4; (f)
PLA/qC13(OH)-mica4.
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thickness (dLS) of the dispersed stacked intercalated silicate

layers and the correlation length (xLS) between them.

For PLA/C18-MMT4, LLS and dLS are in the range of

(450� 200) nm and (38� 17) nm, respectively. On the

other hand, PLA/qC18-MMT4 exhibits almost same level of

stacking of the silicate layers (dLS¼ (36� 9) nm) that we

observed in case of PLA/C18-MMT4 with LLS of about

(200� 25) nm, and ismore homogeneously dispersed in the

PLA matrix.

Thus, nanocomposite prepared with C18-MMT leads to a

much more flocculated structure than that obtained with

qC18-MMT. This is due to the hydroxylated edge–edge

interaction of the silicate layers.[25a] Owing to the inter-

action between the clay particles and PLAmatrix, the disk–

disk interaction also plays an important role in determining

the stability of the clay particles, and hence the enhance-

ment of mechanical properties of such nanocomposites. On

the other hand, xLS value of PLA/qC18-MMT4 is of the

order of (80� 20) nm, and is much lower than the value of

PLA/C18-MMT4 ((260� 140) nm) and PLA/qC2
18-

MMT4. So, qC18-MMT particles are much more delami-

nated in the PLAmatrix comparedwith that of C18-MMTor

qC2
18-MMT particles.

In contrast to PLA/C18-MMT4, PLA/qC2
18-MMT4, or

PLA/qC18-MMT4, PLA/qC16-SAP4 represents disordered

intercalated structure. The WAXD pattern of PLA/qC16-

SAP (see Figure 3d) is almost featureless and only exhibits

a board, and extremely weak reflection at approximately

2yffi 3.958. In general, many factors other than layer dis-

order such as intercalate composition, and silicate con-

centration may contribute to a featureless diffraction.[21]

Thus, on the basis of WAXD patterns it is very difficult to

make conclusions about the structure of the nanocompo-

sites exhibiting featureless diffraction patterns. Only the

general conclusions about layer order or layer spacing

can be inferred. In such cases, TEM is the main tool to

determine the exact structure of the nanocomposite.

Figure 4d is a TEM bright-field image of PLA/qC16-

SAP4with comparablemagnification to the images of PLA/

C18-MMT4 or PLA/qC18-MMT4, respectively. Although,

the WAXD pattern is featureless, however, stacking of the

silicate layers is readily observable, and this is more

discernible with high magnification TEM photographs (see

Figure 4e). We believe this behavior comes from very

strong interaction between hexadecyltributylphosphonium

salt modified silicate surface and PLA matrix compared

with that of alkylammonium salts modified silicate surface

and PLA matrix.[28]

On the other hand, PLA/qC13(OH)-mica4 represents a

very sharp WAXD peak (see Figure 3e), indicates the for-

mation of a well-ordered intercalated nanocomposite.[29,30]

Figure 4f show a TEM bright-field image of PLA/

qC13(OH)-mica4. From the TEM image it becomes clear

that there are some intercalated stacked (‘A’ in the TEM

Figure) and disordered or exfoliated qC13(OH)-mica layers

coexisting in the nanocomposite structure. Only the stacked

intercalated silicate layers are responsible for very sharp

WAXD reflection as observed in Figure 3e, whereas the

disordered or exfoliated silicate layers have no periodic

stacking and thus remain ‘‘silent’’ in WAXD. This type of

mixed intercalated/disordered or exfoliated structure ori-

ginates from the chemical and size nonhomogeneities of

qC13(OH)-mica. Typically the large-in lateral size-

qC13(OH)-mica layers create stacked intercalated structure,

whereas the smaller layers tend to be disordered or

exfoliate.[29,30]

In order to study polymer/layered silicate nanocomposite

structure, WAXD analysis should be always accompanied

with TEM investigations, since generally there is coexis-

tence of stacked intercalated, disordered; or exfoliated

structures: thus, a sharpWAXD peak not always confirmed

awell-intercalated structure (in the case of PLA/qC13(OH)-

mica4 system), whereas a featureless WAXD pattern may

hide large number of stacked silicate layers (in the case of

PLA/qC16-SAP4). In both cases, the materials properties

can be dramatically affected by the structures that are not

manifested in the WAXD patterns.

Thus, on the basis of WAXD analyses and TEM obser-

vations, the authors concluded that four different types of

nanocomposites were formed. Ordered intercalated-and-

flocculated nanocompositeswere obtainedwhenC18-MMT

and qC2
18-MMTwere used asOMLS, intercalated structure

Table 3. Form factors of five different nanocomposites obtained from WAXD patterns and TEM observations.

Nanocomposites PLA/C18-MMT4 PLA/qC2
18-MMT4 PLA/qC18-MMT4 PLA qC16-SAP4 PLA/qC13(OH)-mica4

WAXD
d001/nm 3.18 3 3.05 – 3.09a)

TEM
dLS/nm 38� 17 60� 15 36� 19 2–3 1–2
dLS/d001 6.6–17 25–28 9–15 2–3 1–2
LLS/nm 450� 200 655� 121 200� 25 50� 5 275� 25
xLS 260� 140 300� 52 80� 20 70� 7 50� 5
Structure intercalated-

and-flocculated
intercalated-
and-flocculated

intercalated disorder intercalated coexisting of intercalated
and exfoliated

a) This peak comes from stacked silicate layers present in the nanocomposite structure.
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was observed in the case of PLA/qC18-MMT4, PLA/qC16-

SAP4 is disordered intercalated, while coexisting stacked

intercalated and exfoliated nanocomposite structures were

formed in PLA/qC13(OH)-mica4.

Thermal Properties and Crystallite Morphology

Figure 5a shows DSC traces for the melt-quenched samples

of pure PLA and various nanocomposites. Samples were

prepared using a hot press. These data are obtained from

the first run and during the heating process. Samples were

first melted at 190 8C, held for three minutes at the same

temperature under �1.5 MPa pressure, and then quickly

quenched between the glass plates. From Figure 5a, we can

see an endothermic peak for all samples in the temperature

range of 55–60 8C. The temperature according to the

endothermic peak for each sample is considered to be Tg of

PLA. For all samples at Tg there is a steplike change, which

is due to the enthalpy relaxation.[31]

On the other hand, all samples show exothermic peaks

and that can be correlated to the crystallization of PLA in

every sample; the corresponding temperature is known as

the crystallization temperature, Tc. In the case of nanocom-

posites thispeak is sharper andappearedat lower temperature

than that of pure PLA. Therefore, the OMLS hence seems to

enhance the crystallization of pure PLA. It should be noted

here that Tc does strongly depend upon the nature of OMLS

and is much lower in the case of PLA/qC16-SAP4. However,

all samples do not show the exothermic peak when annealed

at 110 8C for 1.5 h before being subjected to DSC analyses

(see Figure 5b). This result indicates PLA matrices were

crystallized during heat treatment at 110 8C for 1.5 h.[32]

POM photographs of pure PLA and five different nano-

composites are presented in Figure 6a. All samples were

crystallized at 110 8C beforehand. Pure PLA exhibits a

well-defined large crystallitemorphology,whereas the sizes

of nanocomposites crystallite are significantly smaller. This

observation indicates that the surface of dispersed OMLS

acts as a nucleating agent for PLA crystallization.

This behavior is more clearly seen in LS patterns (see

Figure 6b), in which for nanocomposites, a large smeared

four-leaf-clover pattern is observed compared with the

crystallized pure PLA, indicating the formation of a large

number of poorly organized crystallites. From LS patterns,

the number of heterogeneous nuclei N can be estimated

from a rough approximation assuming an identical size for

all crystallites. The primary nucleation density of the

spherulites, that is, N, is given by Equation (4).[33]

N ¼ ð3=4pÞðDm=2Þ�3 ð4Þ

Dm is themaximumdiameter of the crystallite, that is, the

attainable diameter before impingement. The calculated

values of N at 110 8C for pure PLA and various nanocom-

posites are summarized in Table 2. This phenomenon

indicates that the surface of five different types of dispersed

OMLS layers act as a nucleating agent for PLA crystal-

lization, which is evident from the increase in the number

and density of nuclei causing smaller crystallite forma-

tion,[33] and strongly depends upon the nature of OMLS

used for the nanocomposites preparation. In spite of low

value of N, PLA/qC16-SAP4 shows acceleration of crystal-

lization at low Tc range (see Figure 5a), which implies that

we have to take into account the potentiality of different

chain packing with a defect structure. On the other hand,

WAXD analysis up to 2y¼ 708 indicates a significant peak
shift in crystalline chain–chain distance. The larger

interchain distance implies the defect-ridden crystallites.

Our investigation thus explores the role of OMLS as a

nucleating agent for PLA crystallization and we will

describe it in a separate section.

Nanocomposites Properties

DMA

DMA measures the response of a given material to an

oscillatory deformation (here in tension-torsion mode) as a
Figure 5. DSC traces of pure PLA and various nanocomposites:
(a) melt quenched samples; (b) annealed samples.
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function of the temperature. DMA results are expressed in

terms of three main parameters: (a) the storage modulus

(G0), corresponding to the elastic response to the deforma-

tion; (b) loss modulus (G00), corresponding to the plastic

response to the deformation; and (c) tan d, the G00/G0 ratio,
useful for determining the occurrence of molecular mobi-

lity transitions, such as the glass transition temperature.[5]

DMA analysis has been used to study the temperature

dependence of G0, G00, and tan d of pure PLA upon nano-

composite formation with five different types of OMLS

under different experimental conditions. Figure 7 shows the

temperature dependence of G0, G00 and tan d of pure PLA

and nanocomposites. For all nanocomposites, the signifi-

cant enhancement of G0 can be seen in the investigated

temperature range compared with that of the matrix, indi-

cating all OMLS have a strong influence on the elastic

properties of the pure PLA. Below Tg, there is also strong

enhancement of G0 for all nanocomposites.

In the temperature range of�20 to 0 8C, the increment in

G0 are 37% for PLA/C18-MMT4, 52% for PLA/qC2
18-

MMT4, 45% for PLA/qC18-MMT4, 31% for PLA/qC16-

SAP4, and 23% for PLA/qC13(OH)-mica4 nanocomposites

compared with that of pure PLA. Furthermore, in the

temperature range of 80 to 90 8Call nanocomposites exhibit

a much higher enhancement of G0 (103% for PLA/C18-

MMT4, 105% for PLA/qC2
18-MMT4, 96% for PLA/qC18-

MMT4, and 111% for PLA/qC13(OH)-mica4) nanocompo-

sites, as comparedwith that of pure PLA,with the exception

of PLA/qC16-SAP4 with only a 45% increment. This is due

to both mechanical reinforcement by silicate particles and

extended intercalation. Above Tg, when materials become

soft, the reinforcement effect of the silicate particles be-

comes prominent, due to the restricted movement of

the polymer chains, and hence the modulus was greatly

enhanced.[34] The restriction of polymer chains movement

by the silicate particles is high in the case of PLA/qC13(OH)-

mica4 because of the low value of xLS. For this reason, PLA/
qC13(OH)-mica4 shows a high increment in G0 at high

temperature comparedwith that of other nanocomposites. At

room temperature (�25 8C), PLA/C18-MMT4, PLA/qC18-

MMT4, PLA/qC2
18-MMT4, and PLA/qC16-SAP4 exhibited

higher increments in G0 of 38%, 44%, 51%, and 30%,

respectively, as compared with that of pure PLA, whereas

PLA/qC13(OH)-mica4 shows only a 26% increment.

On the other hand, above Tg the enhancement of G00 is
significant in the intercalated nanocomposites compared

Figure 6. (a) Polarized opticalmicrographs of crystallized samples of pure PLA and various
nanocomposites; (b) corresponding Hv-light scattering patterns.
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with that of below Tg indicating the plastic response to the

deformation of pure PLA is prominent in the presence of

OMLS when the materials become soft. However, the

presence of OMLS does not lead to a significant shift and

broadening of the tan d curves for all nanocomposites

compared with that of pure PLA. This behavior has

been ascribed to the restricted segmental motions in the

organic–inorganic interfaces neighborhood of intercalated

nanocomposites.

Flexural Properties

In Table 4, we report the flexural modulus and strength of

pure PLA and various nanocomposites measured at 25 8C.
There is a significant increase in the flexural modulus for all

nanocomposites except PLA/qC16-SAP4 compared with

that of pure PLA. The high value of modulus in the case of

PLA/qC13(OH)-mica4 and lowvalue ofmodulus in the case

of PLA/qC16-SAP4 may be due to the different aspect ratio

of the dispersed OMLS in the PLAmatrix (see Table 3). On

the other hand, flexural strength is also remarkably

increased in the case of PLA/C18-MMT4, PLA/qC18-

MMT4, or PLA/qC2
18-MMT4 nanocomposites, but there

is not so much of an increase in the case of PLA/qC13(OH)-

mica4 or PLA/qC16-SAP4 nanocomposites. This behavior

may be due to the presence of qC13(OH)-mica or qC16-SAP,

which leads to a brittleness of nanocomposites as revealed

by their distortion value (see Table 4).

Heat Distortion Test

The nanodispersion of OMLS in PLAmatrix also promotes

a higher heat distortion temperature (HDT). We examined

Figure 6. (Continued)
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the HDT of pure PLA and various nanocomposites with

different load conditions. As seen in Table 4, in the case of

nanocomposites, there is a marked increase in HDT with

intermediate load of 0.98MPa, from 76 8C for the pure PLA

to 98 8C for PLA/qC16-SAP nanocomposite. In the case of

PLA/qC16-SAP4, the value of Tm (see Table 2) does not

change significantly as compared with that of pure PLA.

Furthermore, in WAXD analysis up to 2y ffi 708, we

Figure 7. Temperature dependence of storage modulus (G0), loss modulus (G00), and tan d of pure PLA and corresponding
nanocomposites: (a) PLA/C18-MMT4; (b) PLA/qC2-MMT4; (c) PLA/qC18-MMT4; (d) PLA/qC16-SAP4; (e) PLA/qC13(OH)-Mica4.
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observed significant shifting of the peaks in the crystallized

PLA/qC16-SAP4 sample. The strong improvement of HDT

in the case of PLA/qC16-SAP4 may be originated from the

formation of another crystal structure.

On the other hand, imposed load dependence on HDT is

clearly observed in the case of nanocomposites. Figure 8

shows the typical load dependence in the case of pure PLA

and various nanocomposites each containing 7 wt.-% of

corresponding OMLS. From Figure 8, we can see in the

very lowor high region there is almost no increment inHDT

in the case of nanocomposites compared with that of pure

PLA. But with intermediate load, all nanocomposites show

significant improvement in HDT compared with that of

pure PLA. In the case of nanocomposites with high or low

load, it is very difficult to achieve high HDT improvement

without strong interaction between polymer matrix and

OMLS. For all nanocomposites studied here, the values of

Tm (see Table 2) do not change significantly as compared

with that of pure PLA. Furthermore, in WAXD analyses of

crystallized samples up to 2y ffi 708, we do not observe

significant shifting or formation of new peaks in the cry-

stallized nanocomposite samples. Thus, the improvement

of HDTwith intermediate load (0.98 MPa) originates from

the better mechanical stability of nanocomposites or is due

to the mechanical reinforcement by the dispersed silicate

particles, higher value of wc, and intercalation.[33] This is

qualitatively different from the behavior of nylon-6/OMLS

nanocomposites; there is a strong interaction between

the layered silicates and the nylon-6 matrix by forming

hydrogen bonding.[35] The increase in HDT of pure PLA

due to the nanocomposites preparation is a very important

property improvement, not only from the industrial point of

view but also from molecular level control on the silicate

layers, that is, crystallization through interfacial interaction

between PLA molecules and SiO4 tetrahedral layers.

O2 Gas Permeability

Layered silicates are believed to increase the gas barrier

properties by creating a maze or ‘‘tortuous path’’ (see

schematic illustration in Figure 9) that retard the progress of

gas molecules through the matrix resin.[5,27,30] The O2 gas

permeability coefficient for the pure PLA and various

nanocomposites are presented in Table 4. According to

the Nielsen model, for platelets of length (ffi LLS) and width

(ffi dLS) of the layered silicate, which are dispersed parallel

in polymermatrix, the tortuosity factor (t) can be expressed
as in Equation (5).[36]

t ¼ 1þ ðLLS=2dLSÞfLS ð5Þ

fLS is the volume fraction of dispersed layered silicate

particles (inorganic part). Therefore, the relative perme-

ability coefficient (PPLACN/PPLA) is given by Equation (6).

PPLACN

PPLA

¼ 1

1þ ðLLS=2dLSÞfLS

ð6Þ

PPLACN and PPLA are the permeability coefficient of

nanocomposite and pure PLA, respectively. We consider

here the PLA/qC18-MMT4 system in order to prove thevali-

dity of the abovemodel in the case of these nanocomposites,

with value of Lclay¼�200 nm (average value from TEM,

Table 3), and the value of dLS¼�36 nm as calculated

from TEM photograph.Therefore, the calculated value of

Table 4. Comparison of practical materials properties of pure PLA and various nanocomposites.

Practical materials properties PLA PLA/
C18-MMT4

PLA/
qC2

18-MMT4
PLA/

qC18-MMT4
PLA/

qC16-SAP4
PLA/

qC13(OH)-mica4

Flexural modulus/GPa at 25 8C 4.84 5.66 5.43 5.57 4.5 6.11
Flexural strength/MPa at 25 8C 86 132 102 134 93 94
Distortion at break/% 1.9 3.2 3.9 3.1 1.5 1.5
HDT/ 8C with 0.98 MPa load 76 94 91.3 93 98 93
O2 gas permeability

(ml �mm/m2 � day �MPa)
200 172 171 177 120 71

O2 gas permeability
(ml �mm/m2 � day �MPa)a)

200 180 181 188 169 68

a) Calculated on the basis of Nielsen theoretical equations (Equation (5) and (6) in the text).

Figure 8. Load dependence of HDT of pure PLA and various
nanocomposites (each containing 7 wt.-% of OMLS).
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PPLACN/PPLA for PLA/qC18-MMT4 is equal to 0.94. The

experimental value of 0.88 is almost well matched with

the above model but slightly lower than the calculated one.

Presumably, the planer orientation of the dispersed silicate

particles in the compression-molded sheet is not sufficient.

The gas barrier property of nanocomposites primarily

depends on two factors: one is the dispersed layered silicate

particles dimension and other is the dispersion of layered

silicate in polymermatrix.[5]When the degree of dispersion

of layered silicate in the matrix is the same, the barrier

property directly depends upon the dispersed layered

silicate particles dimension, that is, the aspect ratio.

According to the above theoretical expression as descri-

bed in Equation 6, we have estimated the O2 gas trans-

mission coefficient using the experimentally obtained LLS/

dLS value as summarized in Table 3. Among the five

nanocomposites, the calculated values are almost matched

with the experimental values, with the exception of PLA/

qC16-SAP4 system (see Table 4), which shows a higher

value of the permeability coefficient despite themuch lower

aspect ratio compared with that of other systems.

Gusev et al.[37] considered another factor, which is also

responsible for the barrier property: changes in the local

permeability due to themolecular level of transformation in

the polymer matrix in the presence of silicate layers. This

factor is directly related to the molecular level interactions

of polymer matrix with the silicate layers. The PLA/qC16-

SAP4 is a disordered intercalated system, the favorable

interactions between PLA and silicate layers are probably

due to the formation of phosphonium oxide caused by the

reaction between the hydroxy end group of PLA and the

alkylphosphonium cation. As a result, the barrier property

of PLA/qC16-SAP4 is much higher compared with that of

other systems.[38]

Biodegradability

More exciting aspect of this research is the enhanced

biodegradability of pure PLA after nanocomposites pre-

paration. A major problem with the PLA matrix is the slow

rate of degradation as compared with the rate of waste

accumulation. Despite the considerable number of reports

concerning the enzymatic degradation of PLA[39,40]

and various PLA blends,[41] there is very little known about

the compost degradability of PLA,[1,2] except in recent

publicationsby thepresent authors.[27,29,38,42–44]Figure10a

represents the real picture of recovered samples from

compost with time. The decreasedMw and residual weight

percentage (Rw) of the initial tests samples with time are

also reported in Figure 10b and c, respectively. Based on

Figure 10, there is no significant discrepancy between

PLA/C18-MMT4 and PLA/qC18-MMT4, though only

the latter is pointed out as enhancer of the biodegradability.

Within one month, both the extent ofMw and the extent of

weight loss are almost the same for both pure PLA and

PLA/qC18-MMT4. However, after one month, a sharp

change occurs in the weight loss of PLA/qC18-MMT4, and

within two months, it is completely degraded in compost.

We also conducted a respirometric test to study the

degradation of the PLA matrix in a compost environ-

ment.[29,30,38] For this test the compost used was prepared

from themixture of bean-curd refuse, foodwaste, and cattle

feces. Unlike weight loss or fragmentation, which reflects

the structural changes in the test sample, CO2 evolution

provides an indicator of the ultimate biodegradability, that

is, mineralization, of the test samples. In Figure 11a we

report the time-dependence biodegradation (i.e. CO2

evolution) of pure PLA and various nanocomposite sam-

ples. These data clearly indicate that the biodegradability of

the PLA component in PLA/qC13(OH)-mica4 or PLA/

qC16-SAP4 was enhanced significantly. On the other hand,

PLA component in PLA/C18-MMT4 shows a slightly

higher biodegradation rate, while the rate of degradation

of pure PLA and PLA/qC18-MMT4 is almost the same

level. The compost degradation of PLA occurs by a two-

step process. During the initial phases of degradation, the

high-molecular-weight PLA chains hydrolyze to lower

molecular weight oligomers. This reaction can be acceler-

ated by acids or bases and is also affected by both tem-

perature and moisture. Fragmentation of the plastic occurs

during this step at a point where the Mn decreases to less

than about 40 000. At about this sameMn, microorganisms

in the compost environment continue the degradation

process by converting these lower molecular weight

components to CO2, water, and humus.[1,2] Therefore, any

factor, which increases the hydrolysis tendency of the PLA

matrix ultimately controls the degradation of PLA.

The incorporation of OMLS fillers into the PLA matrix

resulted in a small reduction in the molecular weight of the

matrix (see Table 2). It is well known that PLA of relatively

Figure 9. Schematic illustration of formation of ‘‘tortuous path’’ in nanocomposite.
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lower molecular weight may show higher rates of enzy-

matic degradation because of, for example, the high

concentration of accessible chain end groups.[45] However,

in these cases the rate of molecular weight change of pure

PLAandPLA invarious nanocomposites is almost the same

(see Figure 10b and Figure 11b). So the initial molecular

weight is not a main factor here for controlling the biode-

gradability of nanocomposites. Another factor that controls

Figure 10. (a) Real picture of biodegradability of pure PLA and two different
nanocomposites recovered from compost with time. The initial shape of the crystallized
samples was 3� 10� 0.1 cm3; (b) Time-dependent change of matrixMw of pure PLA and
corresponding nanocomposites under compost; (c) Time-dependent weight percentage (Rw)
of pure PLA and two different nanocomposites.
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the biodegradability of PLA is the wc value because the

amorphous phase is easy to degrade compared with that of

the crystal phase.[39,40] In Table 2, we show the wc value of
the pure PLA sample is lower than that of nanocomposite

samples except for PLA/qC16-SAP4 and PLA/qC13(OH)-

mica4. These two nanocomposite samples do not enhance

the degree of crystallinity.

These data indicate that the incorporation of different

types of OMLS in the PLA matrix resulted in a different

mode of attack on the PLA component of the test samples

that might be due to the presence of different kinds of

modified salts and pristine layered silicates. Since PLA is an

aliphatic polyester, it is conceivable that incorporation of

different types of OMLS resulted in a different mode of

disruption of some of the ester linkages due to the presence

of different kinds of surfactants and layered silicates. The

disruption of ester bonds is more facile in presence of

qC13(OH)-mica or qC16-SAP and less facile with qC18-

MMT. Therefore, our investigation explores the role of

OMLS as nanofiller to enhance the rate of biodegradation of

pure PLA, and we can control the biodegradability of PLA

by judicious choice of OMLS.

Crystallization Behavior

In the previous sections we have reported the preparation,

characterization, mechanical, and variousmaterials proper-

ties, and biodegradability of pure PLA and five different

nanocomposites. In all cases, intrinsic properties of pure

PLA were concurrently improved after nanocomposites

preparation with five different types of OMLS. But if we

want to control the mechanical and various other properties

of pure PLA before and after nanocomposite preparation,

we have to know the crystallization behavior of pure PLA in

detail and also how it is affected in the presence of OMLS.

Themain objective of this section is to understand the effect

of OMLS on the crystallization kinetics, and crystallization

structure and morphology of pure PLA upon nanocompo-

site formation with OMLS. In order to understand these we

chose PLA/C18-MMT4 as a representative system and

describe the crystallization behavior in detail.

To understand the crystallization kinetics of pure PLA

before and after nanocomposite preparation at low Tc
(� 120 8C), we have used time-resolved LS photometry,

which is a powerful tool for estimating the overall crystal-

lization rate and its kinetics in super cooled crystalline

polymer liquid.[46] Details regarding LS experiments are

described elsewhere.[47,48] For the kinetics of crystal-

lization, we can employ the integrated scattering intensity,

that is, the invariant Q, defined as in Equation (7).

Q ¼
ð1
0

IðqÞq2 dq ð7Þ

q (scattering vector¼ (4p/lLS) sin (yLS/2)) and I(q) is the

intensity of the scattered light at q.[49]

In the Hv mode, the invariant Qd can be described by the

mean-square optical anisotropy hd2i [Equation (8)].

Qd / d2
� �

/ fsðar � atÞ2 ð8Þ

fs is the volume fraction of spherulites, and ar and at are the
radial and tangential polarizabilities of spherulites, respec-

tively. We constructed a plot of reduced invariant Qd/Qd
1

versus time twithQd
1 beingQd at an infinitely long time of

crystallization (up to full solidification of the melt).

Figure 12 shows the time variation of the invariant

Qd/Qd
1 taken for pure PLA and PLA/C18-MMT4 at 110 8C.

The overall crystallization rate was determined from the

slope of Qd/Qd
1 (d(Qd/Qd

1)/dt) in the crystallization region

as indicated by the solid line in Figure 12, and is plotted in

Figure 13. It is clear that the overall crystallization rate

increases in PLA/C18-MMT4, in comparison to the pure

PLA, as well as the rate increases in the case of PLA/C18-

MMT4 for a particular Tc. The same trend is also observed

over the wide range of Tc studied here. Here it should be

mentioned that the equilibrium melting temperatures (Tm
0 )

Figure 11. Time dependence of (a) degree of biodegradation
(i.e. CO2 evolution); (b) change of matrix Mw of pure PLA and
corresponding nanocomposites under compost.
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of the PLA/C18-MMT4and pure PLAare the same. TheTm
0 s

were measured by isothermal crystallization at various

temperatures by carrying out a Hoffman–Weeks[50] plot as

shown in Figure 14. Both PLA/C18-MMT4 and pure PLA

show the same value of Tm
0 of 179.54 8C and that would

nullify the effect of super cooling DT (:Tm
0 –Tc) on the

overall crystallization rate, linear growth rate,G, and so on.

The overall crystallization rate with Tc is typical rate curve

as usual for semicrystalline polymers.[51] However, the rate

of PLA/C18-MMT4 is enhanced for every temperature of

measurement, especially at higher Tcs. From the onset time

t0 we can estimate the induction time of the crystallization

until the start of crystallization. The observed value of t0 at

110 8Cwas 74 s for pure PLA and 56 s for PLA/C18-MMT4.

At all Tc measured here, the t0 value for PLA/C18-MMT4 is

always lower than that of pure PLA. This reduction of t0 in

the case of the nanocomposite is attributed to the presence

of C18-MMT particles as a nucleating agent.

The typical example of the time variation of the diameter

of the spherulite D for pure PLA and PLA/C18-MMT4 at

higher Tcs is shown in Figure 15a, and the linear growth rate

G (¼ 1/2(dD/dt)) of spherulite is summarized inFigure 15b.

Figure 12. Time variation of reduced invariant Qd/Qd
1 during

isothermal crystallization at quiescent state at Tc¼ 110 8C. The
solid line represents the slope (overall crystallization rate).

Figure 13. Tc dependence of the overall crystallization rate of
pure PLA and PLA/C18-MMT4.

Figure 14. Tm versus Tc (Hoffman–Weeks) plots of pure PLA
and PLA/C18-MMT4.

Figure 15. (a) Spherulite diameter as a function of crystal-
lization time at Tc¼ 130 8C; (b) Linear growth rate of pure PLA
and PLA/C18-MMT4 as a function of Tc.
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For both pure PLA and PLA/C18-MMT4, G decreases with

increasing Tc in the temperature range of 120–140 8C.
However, for PLA/C18-MMT4, G shows a slightly higher

value compared with that of pure PLA. This observation

indicates that the dispersed C18-MMT particles have no

effect on the crystallization, and no big acceleration ofG in

the crystallization of the PLA/C18-MMT4.[52] This obser-

vation suggests that the diffuse rate of bulk PLA molecules

is not enhanced with the addition of C18-MMT for every

temperature of measurement, so that the overall crystal-

lization rate is affected only by nucleation of the C18-MMT

particles.[33,53]

From Figure 16, the number of heterogeneous nuclei

N can be estimated from a rough approximation using

Equation 4. The calculated value of N at 130 8C is 9.3�
10�7 mm�3 for pure PLA and 55.7� 10�7 mm�3 for PLA/

C18-MMT4.The timevariation of thevolume fraction of the

spherulites increases in proportion to NG3 (ffi overall cry-

stallization rate). This fact suggests that the overall

crystallization rates of the PLA/C18-MMT4 at high tempe-

rature (Tc¼ 130 8C) are about half an order of magnitude

higher than that of the matrix PLAwithout C18-MMT. The

difference of N between pure PLA and PLA/C18-MMT4 at

Tc¼ 130 8C is higher than that at low Tc. This observation

suggests that the PLA/C18-MMT4 exhibits heterogeneous

nucleation kinetics, which depend on more originating

from thewell-dispersed C18-MMT particles in the matrix at

high temperature. Here, we should be mentioned that the

spherulites of PLA/C18-MMT4 have a lower order than

that of pure PLA due to the dispersed C18-MMT particles

in the spherulites.[48] Hence, the aggregation C18-MMT

particles, which are not nucleated during crystallization,

exist inside the spherulite, and then the regular orientation

of the lamella stacks inside the spherulites may be

disturbed.

Melt Rheology

PLA/OMLS nanocomposites show improved material

properties such as higher modulus, decreased barrier pro-

perties, increased biodegradability, and various other

properties in comparison with the virgin PLA. In order to

understand the processability of these materials, that is, the

final stage of any polymeric material, one must understand

the detailed rheological behavior of these materials in the

molten state. Understanding the rheological properties

of nanocomposite melts is not only important in gaining

fundamental knowledge of the processibility, but is also

helpful in understanding the structure–property relation-

ships in these materials. In this section we will describe the

melt rheological properties of pure PLA and PLA/C18-

MMT nanocomposites in detail. PLA/C18-MMTwith three

different amounts of C18-MMT of 3, 5, and 7 wt.-% were

correspondingly abbreviated as PLA/C18-MMT3, PLA/

C18-MMT5, and PLA/C18-MMT7, respectively.[25a]

Dynamic Oscillatory Shear Measurements

Generally, the rheology of polymer melts depends strongly

on the temperature at which themeasurement is carried out.

It is well known that for thermo-rheologically simple ma-

terials, bilogarithmic plots of the isotherms of the storage

modulus,G0(o), lossmodulusG00o), and complex viscosity

ð Z*j jðoÞÞ can be superimposed by horizontal shifts log (aT),

along the log (aTo) axis, and vertical shifts given by log (bT)
such that:[54]

bTG
0ðaTo; TrefÞ ¼ bTG

0 ðo; TÞ
bTG

00ðaTo; TrefÞ ¼ bTG
00 ðo; TÞ

ðbT=aTÞ Z*jðaTo; TrefÞ ¼ Z*j jðo; TÞj

Tref is the reference temperature. All isotherms measured

for pure PLA and for various PLA/C18-MMT nanocompo-

sites can be superimposed in this way.

In case of polymer samples, it is expected that, at the

temperatures and frequencies at which the rheological

measurements were carried out, characteristic homopoly-

mer-like terminal flow behavior should be exhibited,

expressed by a power-law of G0(o)/o2 and G00(o)/o.
The master curves for G0(o) and G00(o) of pure PLA

and three different PLA/C18-MMT nanocomposites with

different wt.-% of C18-MMT loading are presented in

Figure 17. At high frequencies (aTo> 10), the viscoelastic

behavior of all nanocomposites is the same. On the other

hand, at low frequencies (aTo< 10), both moduli exhibit

weak frequency dependence with increasing C18-MMT

content, which means that there are gradual changes of

behavior from liquidlike [G0(o)/o2 and G00(o)/o] to
solidlike with increasing C18-MMT content.

The terminal regions slope of themaster curves forG0(o)
andG00(o) are presented in Table 5. The slope ofG0(o) and
G00(o) in the terminal region of the master curves of PLA

Figure 16. Nucleation density N of pure PLA and PLA/C18-
MMT4 as a function of Tc.
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matrix is 1.85 and 1, respectively, and these values are in the

range expected for polydisperse polymers.[55] On the other

hand, the slopes ofG0(o) andG00(o) are considerably lower
for all PLA/C18-MMT nanocomposites compared with

those of pure PLA. In fact, for PLA/C18-MMT nanocom-

posites with high C18-MMT content,G0(o) becomes nearly

independent at low aTo and exceeds G00(o), characteristic
of materials exhibiting a pseudo-solidlike behavior.

As seen in Table 3, xLS value of nanocomposite is smaller

than that of LLS suggesting the formation of ‘spatially-

linked structure’. According to this structure, the individual

stacked silicate layers are incapable of freely rotating (only

translational motion is available), and hence, the relaxa-

tions of the structure by imposing a small o is prevented

almost completely with high C18-MMT content.[54] This

type of prevented relaxation due to the highly geometric

constraints or physical jamming of the stacked and inter-

calated silicate layers led to the presence of pseudo-solidlike

behavior as observed in the cases of PLA/C18-MMT

nanocomposites. The formation of this type of spatially-

linked-structure in the PLA/C18-MMT nanocomposite with

high C18-MMT content in the molten state is also confirmed

by the lower slope values of the dynamic moduli in the case

of PLA/C18-MMT nanocomposites.[54,56]

The temperature-dependent frequency shift factor, aT,

used to generate the master curves is shown in Figure 18.

The dependence of aT on the C18-MMT loading suggests

that the temperature-dependent relaxations processes of the

pure PLA melt observed in the viscoelastic measurements

are somehow affected by the presence of silicate layers,[54]

and deviation is significant with low C18-MMT content.

Figure 19 represents the C18-MMT content dependent

(wt.-%) flowactivation energy (Ea) of pure PLAand various

Table 5. Terminal regions of slopes of G0(o) and G00(o).

Sample G0(o) G00(o)

PLA 1.85 1
PLA/C18-MMT3 0.25 0.5
PLA/C18-MMT5 0.18 0.4
PLA/C18-MMT7 0.1 0.3

Figure 17. Reduced frequency dependence of the storage mo-
dulus (G0), loss modulus (G00), and complex viscosity Z*j jðoÞ½ � of
pure PLA and various PLA/C18-MMT nanocomposites.

Figure 18. Frequency shift factors of pure PLA and various
PLA/C18-MMT nanocomposites.

Figure 19. Flow activation energy of pure PLA and various PLA/
C18-MMT nanocomposites as a function of C18-MMT content.
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nanocomposites obtained from an Arrhenius fit[25a] of

master curves. There is a significant increase of Ea for PLA/

C18-MMT3 compared with that of pure PLA followed by a

much slower increase with increasing C18-MMT content.

This behavior may be due to the dispersion of intercalated

and stacked C18-MMT silicate layers in the PLA matrix.

The dynamic complex viscosity ½ Z*j jðoÞ� master curves

for the pure PLA and various PLA/C18-MMT nanocompo-

sites, based on linear dynamic oscillatory shear measure-

ments, are also presented in Figure 17. From Figure 17, we

can see at low aTo region (< 10 rad � s�1), pure PLA

exhibits almost Newtonian behavior while all nanocompo-

sites show a very strong shear-thinning tendency. The high

viscosity of PLA/C18-MMTnanocomposite can be explain-

ed by the flow restrictions of polymer chains in the molten

state due to the presence of MMT particles.

We believe this behavior comes from the nature of the

layered silicate particles, which are dispersed in the PLA

matrix. In our previous study[57] on lyophilized smectic

layered silicate-toluene suspensions, we observed this type

of shear thinning feature of the silicate particles in the rapid

shear flow. Such a feature is strongly dependent on the shear

rate in the dynamic measurements because of the formation

of the shear-induced alignment of the dispersed silicate

particles.[57]

Steady Shear Measurements

The steady-shear rheological behavior of pure PLA and a

series of intercalated PLA/C18-MMT nanocomposites are

shown in Figure 20. The shear-viscosity of nanocomposites

is enhanced considerably at all shear rates with time and at a

fixed shears rate increases monotonically with increasing

silicate loading. On the other hand, all intercalated nano-

composites exhibit strong rheopexy behavior,[54] and

this behavior becomes prominent at low shear rate

( _gg ¼ 0:001 s�1), while pure PLA exhibits a time-indepen-

dent viscosity at all shear rates. With increasing shear rates,

the shear viscosity attains a plateau after a certain time

(indicated with the arrows in figure), and the time required

to attain this plateau decreases with increasing shear rates.

The possible reason for this type of behavior may be due to

the planer alignment of the silicate particles towards the

flow direction under shear. When shear rate is very slow

(0.001 s�1), silicate particles take a longer time to attain

complete planer alignment along the flowdirection, and this

measurement time (1000 s) is too short to attain such

alignment. For this reason, nanocomposites show strong

rheopexy behavior. On the other hand, under slightly

higher shear rates (0.005 s�1 or 0.01 s�1), this measure-

ment time is considerable enough to attain such an align-

ment, and hence, nanocomposites show time-independent

shear viscosity after a certain time.

In Figure 21, we show shear rates dependence of visco-

sity for pure PLA and various PLA/C18-MMT nanocom-

posites measured at 175 8C. While the pure PLA exhibits

almost Newtonian behavior at all shear rates, whereas

nanocomposites exhibited non-Newtonian behavior. At

very low shear rates, shear viscosity of nanocomposites

initially exhibits some shear-thickening behavior, and this

corresponds to rheopexy as observed at very low shear rates

(see Figure 20). After that, all nanocomposites show a very

strong shear-thinning behavior at all measured shear rates,

and this behavior is analogous to the results obtained in the

case of the oscillatory shear measurements (see Figure 17).

Additionally, at very high shear rates, the steady shear

viscosities of nanocomposites are comparable to those of

pure PLA. These observations suggest that the silicate

Figure 20. Steady shear viscosity of pure PLA and PLA/C18-
MMT nanocomposites as function of time.
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layers are strongly oriented towards the flow direction at

high shear rates, and shear thinning behavior at high shear

rates is dominated by that of pure polymer.[58]

Like the other polymer/OMLS systems,[54,56,59] the data

for PLA/C18-MMTnanocomposites also exhibit significant

deviation from the Cox–Merz relation,[60] while pure PLA

nicely obeys the empirical Cox–Merz relation, which re-

quires that for the _gg ¼ o, the viscoelastic data should obey
the relationship Zð _ggÞ ¼ Z*j jðoÞ. There are two possible

reasons for the deviation of the Cox–Merz relation in the

case of nanocomposites: First of all this rule is only

applicable for homogeneous systems like homopolymer

melts, but nanocomposites are heterogeneous systems. For

this reason, this relation is nicely obeyed in the case of pure

PLA. Secondly, the structure formation is different when

nanocomposites are subjected to dynamic oscillatory shear

and steady shear measurements.

Elongational Flow Behavior

Figure 22a shows double-logarithmic plots of transient

elongational viscosity (ZE) against time (t) observed for

PLA/C18-MMT5containing 5wt.-%ofC18-MMTat 170 8C
with different Hencky strain rates (_ee0) ranging from 0.01 to

1 s�1. We see in a very strong tendency of strain-induced

hardening for PLA/C18-MMT5 melt. In the early stage, ZE
gradually increases with t but is almost independent of _ee0,
which we generally call the linear region of the viscosity

curve. After a certain time, tZE which we call the up-rising

time (marked with the upward arrows in figure), strongly

dependent on _ee0, we see rapid upward deviation of ZE from
the curves of the linear region. On the other hand, we have

tried to measure the elongational viscosity of pure PLA but

we were unable to do that accurately. We believe very low

shear viscosity of pure PLA is the main reason for this,

becauseminimumviscosity range of our instrument is grea-

ter than 10�4 Pa � s�1. However, we have confirmed that

neither strain-induced hardening in elongation nor rheo-

pexy in shear flow (see Figure 19 and Figure 20) took place

in the case of pure PLA having slightly higher molecular

weights and polydispersity with that of PLA/C18-

MMT5.[25a,61]

Like polypropylene/OMLS systems, the extended Trou-

ton rule, 3Z0 ð _gg; tÞ ffi ZEð_ee0; tÞ, also does not hold for PLA/
C18-MMT5 melts, as opposed to the melt of pure poly-

mers.[62] These results indicate that in the case of PLA/C18-

MMT5, the flow induced internal structural changes also

occur in elongation flow,[61,62] but the changes are quite

different from shear flow. The strong rheopexy observed in

shearmeasurements for PLA/C18-MMT5 at very slow shear

rate reflects the fact that the shear-induced structural change

involved a process with an extremely long relaxation time.

Figure 21. Steady shear viscosity of pure PLA and PLA/C18-
MMT nanocomposites as function of shear rate.

Figure 22. (a) Time variation of elongational viscosity for PLA/
C18-MMT5 melt at 170 8C; (b) Strain rate dependence of up-
rising Hencky strain.
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As to the elongation-induced structure development, we

show in Figure 22b Hencky strain rate dependence of the

up-rising Hencky strain ðeZEÞ ¼ _ee0 � tZE taken for PLA/

C18-MMT5 at 170 8C. The eZE increases systematically

with _ee0. The lower the value of _ee0, the smaller the value of

eZE. This tendency probably corresponds to the rheopexy of
PLA/C18-MMT5 under slow shear flow.

Foam Processing and Cellular Structure

In the preceding sections, we have reported rheological

properties of pure PLA and various PLA/C18-MMT nano-

composites in detail. Dynamic measurements indicated the

formation of a spatially-linked-structure in the case of PLA/

C18-MMT nanocomposite melts, and during shear mea-

surements we observed very strong rheopexy behavior of

PLA/C18-MMT nanocomposite melts under very slow

shear field. Under uniaxial elongation flow, PLA/C18-MMT

nanocomposite melts exhibited very high viscosity and a

tendency of strong strain-induced hardening, which we

believe may originate from the perpendicular alignment of

the silicate layers towards the stretching direction.[62] This

strain-induced hardening behavior is an indispensable char-

acteristic for foam processing due to its capacity to withst-

and the stretching force experienced during the latter stages

of bubble growth. To evaluate the performance potential of

the biodegradable PLA/C18-MMT nanocomposite towards

foam application, we have conducted the foam processing

of one representative nanocomposite, PLA/C18-MMT by a

newly developed pressure cell technique with the expecta-

tion that they would provide advanced biodegradable foam

with excellent properties, meeting our demand.[63]

Figure 23a shows the typical results of SEM images of

the freeze-fracture surfaces of pure PLA and PLA/C18-

MMT5 foams. We have noted here that homogeneous cells

with close-cell structure were formed in the case of PLA/

C18-MMT5 foam, while the pure PLA foam shows nonuni-

form cell structure having large cell size (�230 mm). Also,

the PLA/C18-MMT5 foam shows a smaller cell size (d) and

larger cell density (Nc) compared with pure PLA foam, sug-

gesting that the dispersed silicate particles act as nucleating

sites for cell formation.[20]

In the case of nanocomposite foam, we calculated the

distribution function of cell size from SEM image, and this

is presented in Figure 23b. The PLA/C18-MMT5 foam

nicely obeyed the Gaussian distribution. From the SEM

images, we have quantitatively calculated various morpho-

logical parameters such as d, d, Nc, and so on for the PLA/

C18-MMT5 foam, and the values are 2.59 mm, 0.66 mm, and

3.6� 1011 cell � cm�3, respectively.[63]

These results indicate that the presence ofMMTparticles

plays a very vital role in controlling the size of cell during

foaming.[63] On the other hand, the very high value of Nc in

the case of the PLA/C18-MMT5 foam indicates that the final

rf is controlled by the competitive processes in the cell

Figure 23. (a) SEM image of freeze fracture surface of pure
PLA and PLA/C18-MMT5 foams; (b) Cell size distribution of
PLA/C18-MMT5 foam. Average values of d in mm and variances
sd
2 in mm2 in the Gaussian fit through the data are 2.59 and 0.551,

respectively.
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nucleation, its growth, and coalescence. The cell nuclea-

tion, in the case of nanocomposite systems, took place in the

boundary between the matrix polymer and the dispersed

silicate particles. For this reason, the cell growth and

coalescence are strongly affected by the storage and loss

modulus (ffi viscosity component) of the materials during

processing.

Even though the foam processing in this study was

conducted below Tm of the matrix, in presence of super-

critical CO2, the material became soft. For this reason, we

have to take into account not only theMMTeffect onNc and

the moduli but also the strain-induced hardening on the

formed thick cell wall during foam processing in order to

understand the above features on the nanocomposite foam.

Such strain-induced hardening behavior is probably strong

enough to increase the extensional viscosity under biaxial

flow and to protect the cell from the breakage at high

temperature; therefore, the strain-induced hardening led to

the formation of homogeneous micro-cellular foam in the

case of the PLA/C18-MMT5 nanocomposite without the

loss of mechanical properties.[63,64]

Conclusion

In this article, we have described various technologies have

been used to produce PLA and a brief insight into the

versatility of nanocomposite technology. We have success-

fully prepared a series of biodegradable PLA/OMLS

nanocomposites by simple melt extrusion of PLA and

OMLS, wherein silicate layers of OMLS are either inter-

calated, intercalated-and-flocculated, partly exfoliated, or a

mixture of all three. All the nanocomposites exhibited

dramatic improvement in mechanical and various materials

properties concurrently as compared with those of pure

PLA. These improvements includemechanical and flexural

properties, heat distortion temperature, oxygen gas perme-

ability, and the rate of crystallization, with a simultaneous

improvement in biodegradability.

We have also investigated in detail the melt rheological

properties for representative organically modified layered

silicate based nanocomposites of polylactide. At low

frequencies, both dynamic moduli exhibit weak frequency

dependence with increasing C18-MMT content, which

means that there are gradual changes of behavior from

liquidlike to solidlike with increasing C18-MMT content.

We have established that this behavior is due to the forma-

tion of mesoscopic structure of randomly oriented inter-

calated and stacked silicate layers in the PLAmatrix. In the

case of steady-shearmeasurementsweobservedvery strong

rheopexy behavior of nanocomposites in a very slow shear

field.

Under uniaxial elongational flow, PLA/C18-MMT5

melts exhibited very high viscosity and a tendency of

strong strain-induced hardening, which we believe may

be originated from the perpendicular alignment of the

silicate layers towards the stretching direction. On the basis

of these rheological data, we have conducted foam proces-

sing of one representative nanocomposite by a newly

developed pressure cell technique using carbon dioxide as a

physical blowing agent.Nanocomposite foam shows homo-

geneous close-cell structures having cell sizes in the

micrometer region (2.59 mm).

These are entirely new types of composite ma-

terials based on plant and natural materials (OMLS). When

Figure 24. Schematic illustration of the main concepts of this paper.
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disposed of in compost, these are safely decomposed into

carbon dioxide, water, and humus through the activity of

microorganisms. The carbon dioxide and water will

become corn or sugarcane again through plant photosynth-

esis (see Figure 24). Thus, these materials have a great deal

of future promise for potential applications as high-

performance biodegradable materials (already commer-

cially available through Unitika Ltd., Japan), and open up a

new dimension for plastic and composite materials.
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